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Localizing 3D motion through the fingertips:
Following in the footsteps of elephants

Adi Snir,1,3,4,* Katarzyna Cie�sla,1,2,3 Gizem Ozdemir,1 Rotem Vekslar,1 and Amir Amedi1,*

SUMMARY

Each sense serves a different specific function in spatial perception, and they all form a joint multisensory
spatial representation. For instance, hearing enables localization in the entire 3D external space, while
touch traditionally only allows localization of objects on the body (i.e., within the peripersonal space
alone).We use an in-house touch-motion algorithm (TMA) to evaluate individuals’ capability to understand
externalized 3D information through touch, a skill that was not acquired during an individual’s develop-
ment or in evolution. Four experiments demonstrate quick learning and high accuracy in localization of
motion using vibrotactile inputs on fingertips and successful audio-tactile integration in background noise.
Subjective responses in some participants imply spatial experiences through visualization and perception
of tactile ‘‘moving’’ sources beyond reach.We discuss our findingswith respect to developing new skills in
an adult brain, including combining a newly acquired ‘‘sense’’ with an existing one and computation-based
brain organization.

INTRODUCTION

Each of our senses is separately capable of acquiring spatial information, yet spatial perception is intrinsically multisensory and acquired as

such from the early years of life.1 Hearing is capable of perceiving external locations and moving sources in all angles of the 3D environment.

Vision has a significantly narrower frontal field of view of approximately 120� and is used to refine auditory localization precision through head

movement.2 Both vision and hearing receive information from both the extrapersonal space and the peripersonal space (the space within

which one can reach or be physically reached by other entities).3 The tactile sense is conventionally associated solely with locations on the

body and thus limited to the peripersonal space.

Meanwhile, some mammals, such as elephants, have the ability to comprehend both content and spatial locations through tactile vibra-

tions. Specifically, they receive seismic cues sent over long distances by another elephant’s stomping or low-frequency vocalizations. To

enhance source localization, the receiving elephant lifts a single foot off the ground to perform triangulation.4 Elephants do this task using

specialized mechanoreceptors encoding vibrations concentrated on the feet, which information is then combined with the perceived

sounds.5 In humans, these receptors are most prominent on the fingertips (but also in the feet and the mouth).6,7

Auditory and tactile senses in humans bear certain similarities. Interestingly, the organ of Corti in the inner ear is believed to have originally

developed from epithelium (skin).8 They both have the ability to encode vibrations within a partially overlapping frequency range usingmech-

anoreceptors (specifically for the tactile sense, Pacinian corpuscles respond to vibrations up to 700–1000 Hz,6,9–11 while healthy hearing range

is 20–20,000 Hz) and their neural pathways converge through common or related brain networks.12–17 Both the auditory and the tactile sense

have also been referred to as ‘‘dynamic’’, as they are capable of encoding inputs in motion with high accuracy (as opposed to vision which is

most accurate in detecting static inputs).18

Possibly due to the similarities between the two senses, a number of authors have shown that multisensory perceptual interactions be-

tween the auditory and the tactile systems may be inherent.17,19–23 Specifically designed tactile inputs have been successfully used, in the

context of improving speech perception24–28, music perception29–32 and auditory-based spatial localization.33,34 In spatial tasks, a bias in

sound localization has been shown toward congruent tactile inputs, similar to the audiovisual ventriloquist effect.35–38

Auditory localization is a computational task occurring at various levels of the auditory system, starting as early as the olivary complex in the

brainstem.39,40 In order to localize sound source positions, first interaural comparisons are carried out, combining minute interaural level dif-

ferences (ILD), interaural time differences (ITD), and spectral differences of the sounds arriving at each ear caused by the interfering head and

ear shape (otherwise known as the head-related transfer function, HRTF). The combination of these cues is used to create the binaural auditory

model.41 The process by which the nervous system integratesmultiple static locations to perceive smoothmotion remains largely unknown.42
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Several classical works have hinted that a type of tactile ‘‘binaural’’ mechanism of cue comparisons might exist for source localization.43–47

In one of his pioneering works, Van Békésy43 found that a time delay between two tactile inputs of the same intensity moves the locus of the

sensation closer to the vibrator that received the input first, and that the latter is perceived louder. A series of works in the 1970s further

showed that intensity-differences (ILDs) can be used as cues for cutaneous localization with much closer resolution to hearing than temporal

cues (ITDs, with significantly poorer resolution for touch).44–46 Only frontal sources have been studied thus far, while the tactile localization of

sources simulating motion around the entire 3D space has yet to be explored.

In the current study, we attempt to assess whether a mediating technology would enable humans to decipher extrapersonal spatial infor-

mation and content through touch. For this purpose, one of the authors of the manuscript (A.S.) designed a touch-motion algorithm (TMA)

that represents positions on a virtual sphere around the participant as vibrations on four fingertips (see STARMethods). The solution fits within

the general framework of sensory substitution devices (SSDs) which deliver certain features of one (primary) sensorymodality through another,

based on conversion algorithms. Following dedicated training, participants develop capabilities of performing sensory tasks using the SSD

(e.g., recognizing visual object shapes through sounds or using tactile inputs for navigation.48–54 We also test the capabilities of the auditory

system in the same tasks using Higher Order Ambisonics (HOA).

The initial two experiments test the potential of performing motion localization of simple soundwaves using an input-weighting design

(similar to how the auditory system performs such tasks) through touch in 360� azimuth (Experiment 1), and on a semi-sphere (Experiment

2). We hypothesize that if the conversion of spatial information using the TMA is well fitted to the tactile modality, the task should be achiev-

able. This, taking into account the intrinsic resemblance between the auditory and the tactile senses and their natural interactions. Further-

more, we assume that using moving rather than static sources, thus better mirroring natural environments, should also contribute to the fast

learning process. Experiment 3 is similar to Experiment 1 but tests the effect of adding background noise on spatial localization accuracy. In

addition, in experiments 1–2 using questionnaires, we inquire regarding participants’ subjective experiences. We hypothesize that if the in-

formation received from the complex tactile inputs becomes spatially perceived, the participants will attribute the motion to sources other

than the devices themselves, i.e., as sources beyond their reach, and/or would imagine/visualize the moving sources. In experiment 4, we

investigate audio-tactile integration within a naturalistic auditory scene containing multiple moving environmental sounds. As also in Exper-

iment 3, we test integration of the new technologically based ‘‘novel sense’’ (which was not present during critical periods nor in evolution)

with one that is natural and familiar since early childhood.55 Specifically, we hypothesize that if the relevant sound sources are indeed inte-

grated with the tactile input, directed attention using TMA could diminish the effects of ‘‘change deafness’’ (i.e., not noticing that one source

has disappeared from a scene).56,57

RESULTS

All the experiments included in the current study were carried out using higher order Ambisonics for the synthesis of motion in audio.

The tactile inputs were provided on two fingers of both hands placed on the sides of the body (see Figure 1). Tactile spatial locations

were decoded using a TMA which controlled weighted differences among four vibrating actuators to produce locations on four fin-

gertips (for further information see the STAR Methods section). Experiments 1–3 were motion localization tasks. Participants reported

the start point, the endpoint and the direction of each stimulus. The scores were calculated based on error in degrees between the

center point of the resorted trajectory and that of the target. A perfect score of 1 represented 0� error, and a score of 0 represented a

180� error. Chance was 0.5 (corresponding to a 90� error), considering there was an equal distribution of possible response positions

along the full azimuthal circle. Experiment 4 applied a ‘‘change deafness’’ paradigm with visual (text) and tactile cues (see STAR

Methods).

Experiment 1: High accuracy of the tactile modality in localizing 360 horizontal motion

In experiment 1, participants were asked to identify the trajectories of stimuli ‘‘moving’’ around them on a horizontal plane (azimuth). The

stimuli were 250 Hz sawtooth waves. The experiment consisted of four test conditions, each indicating the modality used to perform the

spatial task: audio only 1 (A1), combined audio-tactile (AT), tactile only (T), audio only 2 (A2). No training was provided to the participants.

The group scores (N = 29) for the tactile task were relatively high (M = 0.885, SD = 0.179; CI 0.873–0.898, IQR = 0.25; 18.4–22.9� error) and
significantly higher than chance (Z = �24.405, p < 0.001). This was also the case for the multisensory audio-tactile task (Z = �25.288,

p < 0.001), and the two auditory tasks (A1: Z = �24.478, p < 0.001; A2: Z = �24.778, p < 0.001). Comparisons between the scores in different

test conditions showed higher performance for A1 (M = 0.905, SD = 0.007; CI 0.892–0.918, IQR = 0.25, 14.8–19.4� error; z =�2.849, p = 0.004),

A2 (M = 0.915, SD = 0.007; CI 0.902–0.928; IQR = 0.902–0.927, 13.1–17.6� error; z = �4.177, p < 0.001), and AT (M = 0.913, SD = 0.005; CI

0.908–0.930, IQR = 0.25, 12.6–16.6� error; z = �4.216, p < 0.001), when each was directly compared to T. There was no statistically significant

difference found between any other pairs of conditions. All comparisons were performed with the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, with adjusted

p < 0.0083. The results are depicted in Figure 2.

Experiment 2: High accuracy of the tactile modality in localizing combined horizontal & vertical motion on a partial sphere

In order to further assess tactile spatial localization, experiment 2 replicated experiment 1 in both the setup and the azimuthal spatial con-

version, while also adding a vertical motion component. This component was produced using changes in the frequency, based on the cross-

modal correspondence between frequency and spatial elevation.58 A sawtooth wave within a range of 35–700 Hz wasmapped logarithmically
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onto elevation between�30� to 30�, with regards to the participant’s head position. Scoring for the task was performed in the samemanner as

in experiment 1 while the participant had to also report the elevation of the start and endpoint (i.e., choose to indicate ‘‘up’’, ‘‘middle’’, or

‘‘down’’), and a diagonal distance error was calculated. Therewere two study conditions: auditory (A) and tactile (T). A�30min training session

preceded the tactile test.

In Experiment 2 (N = 44) the T scores were relatively high (M = 0.772, SD = 0.009; CI 0.7527–0.7913, IQR = 0.17, 37.6–44.5� error) and signif-

icantly higher than chance (Z = �18.22, p < 0.001). The results for A (M = 0.797, SD = 0.009; CI 0.7781–0.8167, IQR = 0.19; 33–40� error) were
also significantly above chance (Z = �18.976, p < 0.001). The audio scores were higher than the T scores (z = �2.902; p = 0.004; Wilcoxon

signed-rank test; p < 0.05). The group results are shown in Figure 3. One-third of the participants reproduced motion trajectories better

through the tactile modality, while two-thirds performed better in Audio (Figure 3C). In an additional analysis, we found that while for Audio,

the scores were higher when reporting the endpoints of the trajectories compared to the start points (start: M = 0.806, SD = 0.009; CI 0.7877–

0.8251, IQR = 0.25, 31.5–38.2� error; end: M = 0.833, SD = 0.009; CI 0.8156–0.8513, IQR = 0.25; 22.2–26.8� error; z =�2.647, p = 0.008), for the

Tactile modality the reverse was true (start: M = 0.817, SD = 0.007; CI 0.8031–0.8303, IQR = 0.25; 30.5–35.4� error; end: M = 0.783, SD = 0.008;

CI 0.7680–0.7988, IQR = 0.30; 36.2–41.8� error; z = �2.991, p = 0.003) (not shown in figures).

A

B C D

Figure 1. Experimental apparatus and task sheet

The experimental set-up. The participant was seated in the middle of a cubic sound-attenuated room with two fingers of both hands placed in two vibrating

boxes on the sides of the body (A and B); audio and vibrotactile stimuli were designed to induce perception of objects moving around the space. During the

audio condition, sounds were played from speakers mounted on the walls, with the 3D sound environment as a virtual sphere created using 12th order

Ambisonics.

(C and D) The participant was given an answer sheet showing 3 possible elevation levels and 8 possible horizontal locations of start and endpoints for each

moving trajectory. The task of the participant was to report the start points, the endpoints and the direction of audio, tactile or audio-tactile stimuli.
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Experiment 3: Multisensory effect for motion localization in noise

Experiment 3 was designed to test the effect of adding background noise on spatial localization accuracy and multisensory integration. The

sawtooth sounds were moving on 360� azimuth, same as in Experiment 1, but were presented with white noise in the background

(SNR = �10dB). There were three experimental conditions: audio (A), audio-in-noise (AN) and audio-tactile in noise (ATN). There was no

training provided to the participants. The scoring system was the same as in Experiment 1. As in Experiment 1, the participants achieved

high scores for the auditory condition in quiet (M = 0.862, SD = 0.008; CI 0.845–0.880, IQR = 0.13; 21.6–27.9� error). Adding background noise

significantly decreased the scores (M = 0.699, SD = 0.01; CI 0.678–0.720, IQR = 0.38; 50.4–57.96� error; A vs. AN: z = 11.4, p < 0.001). Perfor-

mance in the audio-tactile task in noise was almost as high as in the audio condition in quiet (M= 0.820, SD= 0.008; CI 0.803–0.838, IQR= 0.13;

29.16–35.46� error) but was still significantly lower (A vs. ATN; z = 4.35, p < 0.001). There was also a statistically significant difference between

scores in the AN and the ATN condition, the latter being significantly higher (z = 8.85, p < 0.001). All results were significantly above chance

(p < 0.001). The results are depicted in Figure 2.

Experiment 4: Decreased ‘‘change deafness’’ through audio-tactile integration

To investigatemultisensory integration in a naturalistic environment consisting of multiple natural sound sources, a ‘‘change deafness’’ exper-

iment was designed. As in the prior experiments, HOA was used for audio and TMA for source azimuth using touch. The participants expe-

rienced pairs of identical 5-s scenes with eight sound sources moving individually along the horizontal plane, separated by a short burst of

white noise (0.5 s long). The task was to recognizewhether one of the sounds disappeared upon the second presentation of the scene, in three

test conditions: (1) with no cue as to which sound is going to disappear, (2) with a visual cue showing the name of the sound that was going to

disappear, and (3) with concurrent tactile vibrations (matching in content and location) representing the disappearing sound delivered on 4

fingertips (see Figure 4A). There was no training provided to the participants.

When hit rates (detecting disappearance of a sound in a situation that it actually disappeared) were compared between the three test

conditions, we found that performance in the tactile cue condition (M = 0.666, IQR = 0.20, CI 0.559–0.680) was significantly higher than

performance in the no cue condition (M = 0.433, IQR = 0.28, CI 0.370–0.505 Z = �3.909, p < 0.001). The same effect was found for the

text cue condition (M = 0.666, IQR = 0.20, CI 0.641–0737), as compared to no cue (Z = �4.398, p < 0.001). At a tendency level, hit rates

were also higher in the text cue condition, in comparison to the tactile condition (Z = �2.093, p = 0.036). When false alarms were also

taken into account, sensitivity to change (d prime), was significantly higher, when a text cue was presented before the experiment with

the name of the disappearing object (d’ visual = 1.2179, C = 0.3653), as compared to the no-cue condition (i.e., with no directed atten-

tion; d’ no cue = 0.3747, C = 0.4414; Z = �3.754, p < 0.001). There was also a tendency for a difference between the tactile directed

attention condition (d’ tactile = 0.8112, C = 0.268) and the no cue condition (Z = �1.914, p = 0.056). D prime values for the tactile

and visual directed attention conditions were not statistically significantly different from one another (Z = �1.872; p = 0.067). The results

are depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 2. 360� horizontal motion localization

Participants can localize motion using tactile input only.

The task and the results of experiment 1 and experiment 3 with the sources moving on a 360� horizontal plane.
(A) After each stimulus, the participant was asked to report the start and the endpoint, as well as the direction of the motion trajectory (F = front, RF = right-front,

R = right, RB = right-back, B = back, LB = left-back, L = left, LF = left-front).

(B) Group results in experiment 1. There were four test conditions in the following order: (1) audio only [Audio 1], (2) tactile only [Tactile], (3) audio and tactile

combined [Audio Tactile], (4) audio only [Audio 2]. In all conditions, the results were significantly above chance (marked with a dashed line). Data are

represented as mean G SD.

(C) Group results in experiment 3. The experiment included three test conditions: (1) a baseline audio condition [Audio], (2) audio in noise [Audio Noise], (3) audio

in noise with concurrent vibrotactile input [Audio Tactile Noise]; Statistical comparisons with aWilcoxon signed-rank test (***p< 0.001, **p< 0.01, *p< 0.05). Data

are represented as mean G SD.
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Subjective experience of the participants

In experiments 1–2, the participants were asked about their subjective experience during the tactile test condition. We found that when

tasked with localizingmotion changing in azimuth only (experiment 1,N = 29), 21 participants said they visualized/imagined themoving sour-

ces (>72%). When the induced motion was in both azimuth and elevation (experiment 2), 35 participants out of 43 said they visualized their

experience (>80%).

Here selected quotes from the participants that were imaging the tactile stimuli moving around them or visualizing, in both experiment 1

and experiment 2: ‘‘The sound was moving around me/up and down’’, ‘‘Some kind of energy that moved in space’’, ‘‘A ball that moves in a

circle’’, ‘‘Amoving ball of light’’, ‘‘I imagined the vibrations traveling in a circle’’, ‘‘It felt like I was on a rollercoaster’’, ‘‘I imagined a thin thread

passing through my fingers’’, ‘‘As a wind that moves from place to place’’.

With respect to subjectively judging the distance of the tactile inputs, in experiment 1 (only horizontal motion) 16 participants said

that the stimuli were within reach, and 13 that they were beyond reach/far. This result translates to 45% of the participants reporting

the distance not or not consistently within reach (while the stimuli were always delivered in the same way on the fingertips). During

experiment 2 (combined horizontal and vertical motion), when asked about the perceived distance, 13 participants said the stimuli

was within reach, while 23 said that the sources were out of reach/far. For the remaining 8 subjects, the distance was perceived as

A

B C

Figure 3. Localization of combined vertical and horizontal motion on a partial sphere

Experiment 2.

The task and the results of experiment 2 with the sources moving on a semi-sphere.

(A) Example trajectories of ‘‘moving’’ stimuli. Participants were asked to reproduce the start and endpoints, as well as the direction of sources moving both

horizontally (within the entire 360� azimuth range) and vertically (+/�30� in elevation) on a partial sphere.

(B) Group results (chance level marked as a dashed line). There were two test conditions: Audio and Tactile. Data are represented as mean G SD. Statistical

comparisons with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (***p < 0.001,**p < 0.01,*p < 0.05).

(C) Single participants’ scores (with one-third of the participants performing better in the task using touch, as compared to audio).
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A

B C

Figure 4. ‘‘Change deafness’’ task: improved results using tactile inputs for change detection

Experiment 4.

The task and results of a ‘‘change deafness’’ experiment (experiment 4) assessing the role of directed attention for detecting a single sound disappearance within

a complex auditory scene in motion.

(A) The participant listened twice to a sound scene. The first iteration always consisted of 8 moving sound sources. In the second iteration, the participants were

asked to detect whether one of the sound sources disappeared. In 75% of the cases one sound disappeared, while in the remaining 25% the two iterations were

identical. There were three test conditions: (1) with no directed attention [No Cue], (2) with directed attention to the disappearing source using text on a screen

showing its name in the first iteration [Text Cue], (3) directed attention to the disappearing source using matching tactile input in the first iteration [Tactile Cue].

(B) Hit rate results (1 signifying 100% accuracy) for the three conditions (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).

(C) Sensitivity (d’) results for the three conditions (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests; ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, p < 0.1).
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changing in distance. This means that 70% of the subjects perceived the distance of the moving trajectories as not or not constantly

within reach.

Figure 5 depicts the responses of the participants, regarding their subjective experience of distance.

DISCUSSION

Spatial localization is possible through the tactile sense

Four experiments were carried out with the objective of assessing the tactile modality’s potential for representing spatial sources moving in

three dimensions in space.We also testedwhether inputs coming from a newly acquired tactile ‘‘sense’’ for localization can be integrated with

the information coming from the existing auditory sense. Despite the novel nature of the tasks, participants were able to localize the ‘‘moving’’

tactile sources with accuracy significantly above chance levels, and in challenging acoustic conditions integrate the inputs with the auditory

stream. The human tactile systemwas thus able to engage in this new complex task (similar to other mammals for remote locations) following

technology-mediated perceptual learning.

Motion localization through touch vs. audio, potential brain mechanisms

Auditory detection and tracking the trajectories of moving sources in the environment is a complex task, requiring integration of multiple

shifts in frequency, intensity and time properties of the sources. The underlying mechanisms (e.g., temporal vs. spatial snapshots, the role

of prediction, existence of motion-sensitive brain networks) are still a subject of debate.41,59 In the current study, tactile motion localization

was found to be high for a completely novel task, and on average very close to the auditory performance (with some individuals even showing

higher results while performing the tactile task, as opposed to the auditory). This entails that the tactile system is indeed capable of utilizing

weighted cues to understand source positions and motion, despite its generally inferior temporal, frequency and intensity discrimination ca-

pabilities, as compared to the auditory system.44,47

Webelieve that these results contribute to the body of evidencedemonstrating the adult brain’s ability to perform tasks using an ‘‘atypical’’

sensory modality, given that the design properly fits the nature of the modality.60 In species such as elephants which are capable of using

seismic cues for localization, tactile information is used (as well as integrated with audio) seamlessly, without a mediating technology.4

The results might also indicate task-based brain organization, maintaining that a certain computation is performed in a specific brain network

regardless of the sensorymodality.60–63 In fact, the temporo-occipital region of hMT+/V5, classically associatedwith processing visualmotion,

has been found to process motion and localization of sounds,64,65 as well as tactile motion such as brush strokes on the skin or Braille pin

patterns.66–68 In addition (and what might have contributed to the quick learning in the current experiment) neuroimaging findings show

extensive neuronal links between the sensorimotor and auditory neuronal systems,69,70 as well as the auditory system’s engagement in

A B

Figure 5. Subjectively perceived distance of the ‘‘moving’’ tactile sources

Subjective experience of the participants who were asked about the perceived distance of the ‘‘moving’’ tactile stimuli delivered on their fingertips following

experiment 1 & 2 (A & B respectively). The respondents chose their response from among categories: within reach/on the body, beyond reach/far, changing

in distance.
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encoding vibrotactile inputs.14,16,17 Further research is warranted into the underlying neuronal mechanisms of 3D tactile motion localization,

and the representation of a novel tactile localization ‘‘sense’’, as designed in the current study.

Notably, two tactile tasks in the study required no training whatsoever, while only a relatively short training session was needed to perform

the more challenging localization of combined horizontal and vertical motion. This intuitive learning stands in contrast to other classical SSDs

(particularly visual to auditory and visual to tactile), including devices that were developed by some of the co-authors and/or studied exten-

sively in the past, which required days or weeks of training for accurate task performance.48,51,52,71–73 Possibly, due to themore ‘‘natural’’ trans-

lation between the auditory and the tactile sensory inputs, as well as by using stimuli in motion, i.e., more closely resembling natural environ-

ments, the novel task used in the current experiment felt more intuitive.33,74,75

For bothmodalities the results were also generally lower when the task becamemore complex with verticalmotion added to the horizontal

motion (although no actual comparison of performance was possible). While the azimuth was represented using intensity cues, through TMA,

resembling auditory localization mechanism, as well as fitted for the tactile domain, the vertical representation (experiment 2) was based on a

crossmodal correspondence between the auditory and tactile systems connecting perception of elevation and frequency.34,58,76 Further

testing, taking into account intensity vs. frequency sensitivity of the tactile system, is required to check whether vertical cues are more chal-

lenging to decipher for tactile perception of space (through TMA), similar to audition.2,40,77

Audio-tactile integration in noise

In natural conditions, vision is typically used to pinpoint the exact sound source locations, and is specifically useful in challenging auditory

situations, e.g., in order to discern front vs. back sound locations or in the presence of multiple competing sound sources/talkers.77–80 Based

on our findings in experiments 3–4, we speculate that touch may also carry the potential of improving auditory localization.33,35,74,81

In experiment 3, specifically developed to test the effects of multisensory integration, we added noise to the auditory environment. This in

order to assess multisensory effects considering the rule of inverse effectiveness. The rule posits that as information from one sense becomes

less reliable, the prominence of information received through other senses increases, and thus multisensory integration provides greater

benefit.12,82 Indeed we showed improved performance in the audio-tactile spatial task as compared to auditory only, when the latter was pre-

sented in background noise (SNR = �10dB). In fact, adding touch caused the performance to become almost as good as auditory in quiet.

This finding is in agreement with several other multisensory experiments in which noise was used to vary the reliability of unisensory target

information and probe multisensory integration for improved perception.25,83,84

Furthermore, in order to test integration of TMA within a more naturalistic acoustically complex environment, we designed experiment 4,

involving multiple sound sources, necessitating selective attention and sound stream segregation for task performance.39,40,85,86 The results

showed that participants were able to use a combination of complex vibrations along with location information from TMA, with the auditory

input, for directed attention. In all previous studies on ‘‘change deafness’’, text explicitly depicting the name of the intended source was used

before presenting the auditory scene for the same purpose.56,57 We speculate that the substantial challenge to the auditory system with the

high number of concurrent competing sources prompted integration with the tactile cues to improve the results. We believe the integration

was also enabled due to the convergence of the multisensory stimuli in a number of parameters, including content, spatial location, and

timing, adhering to the established principles of optimal multisensory integration.87

The demonstrated enhancement of auditory perception and attention using tactilemeans, including in a complex ecological environment,

is rather unique, as it involves one sensory modality that has been used for the task of localization since early years of development (and in

evolution), with a modality that has just developed this skill. Taking into account the abundance of examples of sensory integration for spatial

perception among natural senses, this finding further demonstrates similarities between the SSD and behavior of the natural senses (in effect

acting as a ‘‘novel sense’’).

In addition, in experiment 1, we showed high performance for audio-tactile horizontal motion perception (higher than for A1 and T, and

almost as high as for A2) but there was no clear multisensory benefit over auditory performance. Considering the results of experiments 1 and

3, the reason was most probably higher reliability of the auditory sources and the already obtained high auditory performance. Interestingly,

however, further analysis demonstrated improved detection ofmotion endpoints, as compared to the start points in audition, while the oppo-

site was true for the tactile modality. For the auditory sense this might be related to threat evasion, where it is more critical for survival to un-

derstand the endpoint of an object’s motion. The potentially divergent behavior of the two sensory modalities suggests a further possibility

for complementary roles for enhanced overall performance in spatial perception.34

Subjective experiences of 3D tactile spatial localization

Certain further parallels can be drawn between the tactile and the auditory modality based on the subjective reports of the participants. With

45–70% of the subjects attesting to perceiving the tactile stimuli as coming from beyond their reach (even though the vibrations were deliv-

ered directly on their fingertips) in combination with the objective localization results, it seems that at least for some people the experience

resembled that of auditory motion perception, i.e., one whose sources are located in the extrapersonal space. Further results showed that

most participants (70–80%) also visualized or imagined the tactile stimuli as moving around them (and referred to them as, for example,

‘‘a ball of light’’, ‘‘a wave’’, ‘‘a bee’’). Such visualization has often been described as an almost automatic phenomenon for localizing auditory

objects in motion,41,88 and can be considered further evidence that spatial perception is naturally multisensory. These results also indicate

initial signs of ‘‘distal attribution’’ for moving tactile sources, i.e., perceiving them as external to the sensory receptors, contributing to the

debate regarding whether SSD-rendered objects can be perceived as existing directly in the external space, as with natural senses.89–92
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Nevertheless, further research is warranted to better decipher this phenomenon, with one possible addition including representing looming-

receding effects using touch (e.g., through vibrations changing in amplitude).91,92

Application in the hearing-impaired population

We believe that the TMA shows potential, both for research and practical applications. Nevertheless, translating our technology into a real-

world environment with multiple sound sources still requires further development. First and foremost, we envision its application in the hear-

ing-impaired population, who are known to have reduced localization capabilities, such as cochlear implant users and individuals with single-

sided deafness. These groups show limited ability to extract binaural auditory information due to both the sensory impairment and the

applied algorithms for sound encoding.93–97 Although localization of sources is of utmost importance for source segregation and compre-

hension, particularly in noisy environments, no dedicated localization training/treatment is typically performed in audiology/ENT centers

around the world (with substantial emphasis on improving speech perception).

Limitations of the study and future directions

Our in-house technology for localization of ‘‘moving’’ sources is more elaborated than the other existing solutions, in that it encodes both

horizontal and vertical 3D space and motion via touch, while requiring minimum learning time. However, certain limitations need to be

mentioned with respect to our setup and the experimental design. Studying motion which encircled the participant in 360� impacted the

design and the data collection in two ways: (1) the trajectory of the experiencedmotion could not be tracked online (i.e., we cannot be certain

regarding the individuals moment-by-moment tracking of the motion) and (2) the responses were given verbally, limiting their resolution to

45� in azimuth (8 locations on a circle) and 30� in elevation (3 levels). This responsemanner was chosen, since the fingers were inserted into the

tactile devices during tactile tasks and prevented hand/body motion. In the future, in order to test audio/tactile localization abilities with a

higher resolution, the design can incorporate online motion tracking and/or tasks incorporating responses using a foot pedal. Furthermore,

combining elevation cues alongwith complex sounds (content) did not appear in the current study, due to the applied tactile algorithm and its

representation of elevation via frequency content. The possibility for combining these two cues (content and elevation changes), or using

other cues for elevation (such as level differences, time differences, spectral cues) warrants further research. It should also be mentioned

that during experiment 2 participants received vertical auditory cues both as changes in frequency as well as locations in space, while the

tactile modality received only the prior. Future investigation including only a single cue for the auditory modality is needed. Finally, in exper-

iment 4 there was a difference in the provided attentional cues. While the text cue was as an explicit indication which preceded the stimulus,

the tactile cue (preserving content and location of the disappearing sound) was simultaneous with the first iteration of the auditory scene. The

study was designed to compare between the well-established paradigm using a visual cue (maintained in working memory),56 and one which

applied multisensory integration for improved task performance. It is possible that lower performance for the tactile vs. text cue was due to

the task being more demanding. Future studies should aim to directly compare the impact of audiovisual and audio-tactile integration on

‘‘change deafness’’.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANTS DETAILS

We present here four sequential and complementary experiments in a total of 127 adult individuals. All participants reported normal hearing

and had no history of tactile deficits. All participants were of Middle Eastern and/or European descent. Furthermore, none of the participants

was a professional musician (98/127 answered this screening question). Thirty randomly chosen subjects underwent a hearing test at the

Communication Aging and Neuropsychology lab at the Reichman University (in a soundbooth, audiometer MAICOMA-51, using a staircase

procedure of 5dB up-10dB down, and were found to have normal hearing, i.e. <15 dB for 250Hz-8kHz, ASHA 2023). All experiments were

approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Reichman University, Herzliya, Israel and were in accordance with the regulations of the

Declaration of Helsinki 2013.

Group sizes were definedbased on the power analysis usingGPower, for amiddle effect size of 0.5, alpha 0.05 andpower 0.8, theminimum

size of a sample for within-group comparisons using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test is 28.98 Experiments 1,2,4 were designed taking this min-

imum sample size into account, while Experiment 3 had 24 participants.

Experiment 1

Twenty-nine (29) young adults (8 male, 21 female, mean age 23.6+/-8.75) participated in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2

Forty-four (44) young adults (29 female, 15 male, age: M=23.7+/-2.3 years) took part in Experiment 2.

Experiment 3

24 participants took part in experiment 3 (17 female, 7 male, age M=23.75+/-1.4).

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Max MSP (Version 8.15) Cycling 74 https://cycling74.com/

Spat Library (Version 5.2) Institute for Research and Coordination

in Acoustics/Music (IRCAM)

https://forum.ircam.fr/projects/detail/spat/

Touch-Motion Algorithm (TMA) This paper This paper

SPSS Statistics ver. 29 IBM https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-statistics

Python ver. 3.12.2 Python Software Foundation https://www.python.org/

UMIK-1 (measurement microphone) MiniDSP https://www.minidsp.com/products/acoustic-measurement/umik-1

Control 23-1L (passive loudspeakers) JBL https://jblpro.com/en/products/jbl-professional-control-23-1

DCi 8|600DA (amplifier) Crown Audio https://www.crownaudio.com/en/products/dci-8-600da

VAS (vibrotactile device) Neurodevice Cie�sla et al. 201924
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Experiment 4

Thirty participants (30) took part in experiment 4 (19 female, 11 male, age M=25.66+/-7.55).

METHOD DETAILS

Themethodology of experiments 1-2-3 was very similar and focusedon localizing the trajectories of induced spatialmotion through the tactile

modality. In Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 themotion was limited to the horizontal axis around the body, while Experiment 2 included stim-

uli alsomoving vertically on a semi-sphere, producingmore complexmotion trajectories. Experiment 4 was designed to test the plausibility of

using the set-up in a naturalistic setting containing complex sound sources and vibrations.

The subjects were recruited from among the students of the University and their friends, all signed an Informed Consent, and were either

paid for their participation or received student credits.

Experimental space

All experiments took place in a cube-shaped (4 x 4 x 4 meter) dimly lit room at the The Baruch Ivcher Institute For Brain, Cognition & Tech-

nology at Reichman University. The room was acoustically sealed from the outside and controlled for reflections on the inside using mineral

wool soundproofing, with a reverberation time of < 0.3 s. The roomwas equippedwith 97 loudspeakers placed on thewalls and on the ceiling.

For all three experiments, the participant was seated on a chair in the center of the room,with their head at the level of themiddle loudspeaker

ring. The researcher communicated with the participant from a separate control room using a studio talkback system. For the tactile stimu-

lation, they placed their two fingers (index andmiddle) of both hands into two VibratingAuditory Stimulators (VAS) (https://www.neurodevice.

pl/en/24,25), each consisting of a vibrating interface with two piezoelectric plates. The devices were placed on two small tables to the sides of

the participant (see Figure 1).

Apparatus: Audio

Seventy-two out of the 97 loudspeakers (JBL Control 23-1L, powered by 13 Dante-enabled amplifiers, Crown Audio DCi 8|600DA) were orga-

nized in three horizontal rings on the walls, each containing 24 speakers. A uniform azimuthal angle difference of 15� (in relation to the center

point) between the neighboring speakers defined the position of each speaker on the ring. The three rings were placed at heights of 48cm,

148cm, 248cm from the ground. The 25 additional speakers were placed on the ceiling, on a 5x5 speaker grid. All loudspeaker outputs were

measured from the center position of the space (participant’s head position) and corrected for the frequency response and the delay, to

create an optimal uniform audio response (measurements and corrections were configured using the Audio Architect software by HiQnet).

The All-Round Ambisonic Decoding (AllRAD) method with High Order Ambisonics (HOA) encoding was used to synthesize motion and loca-

tion on a virtual sphere, configured to 12th order Ambisonics. This set-up in combination with the density of speakers in the room allowed for

very accurate source angle reproduction (exceeding the resolution needed for the current experiments).99,100,101 All stimuli were generated

and decoded usingMaxMSP. Ambisonic encoding and decoding was done utilizing the Spat library (version 5.2) developed at the Institut de

Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM).

Apparatus: Tactile

Two identical VAS tactile devices, each containing two piezoelectric actuators, were used in all three experiments (see Figure 1). To perceive

the vibrations emitted by the piezoelectric plates, the participant placed two fingers of each hand into two holes on the side of the VAS. The

index and themiddle finger were chosen due to their high acuity.102 Each finger was placed on a separate piezoelectric plate, which delivered

vibrations corresponding directly to the original audio files. Each box was powered through an amplifier and connected to an electrical

socket. The tactile device boxes were internally padded with a foam layer and the openings for the fingers had silicone inserts with slits.

To ensure no perceivable soundwas emittedby the tactile devices during combined audio and touch conditions, ameasurementmicrophone

(MiniDSP UMIK-1, frequency response 8Hz-20kHz) was used to gauge sound levels at the participants’ ear position. The measurement was

performed using 20 random stimuli selected from each experiment, with the tactile devicesON andOFF. Themean levels were the following:

a) Experiment 1 - tactile devices OFF: 65.3 +/- 2.2dB vs ON: 64.6 +/-1.7dB; b) Experiment 2 - tactile devices OFF: 61.1+/-2.9dB vs ON: 61.6+/-

3.2dB; c) Experiment 3 (target with noise combined) - tactile devicesOFF: 72.2+/-0.6dB vsON: 71.8+/0.25dB, d) Experiment 4 - tactile devices

OFF: 74.0+/-1.5dB vs ON: 74.6+/- 1.3dB.

Touch motion algorithm (TMA)

Our in-house solution (TMA) matched vibration level differences (among four vibration plates) in order to represent locations in 3D space in

the horizontal plane. Intensity differences, found in a number of cases to be more effective for tactile comparisons than temporal differ-

ences44,74, were weighted on 4 actuators, enabling intermediate source positions as well as smooth motion. This technique, which recreates

virtual source positions and maps them to multiple actuators, was inspired by vector based amplitude processing (VBAP) decoding tech-

niques.101,103,104 As schematically depicted in Figure 2, each of the 4 fingers represented a certain diagonal orientation of the surrounding

space (i.e. azimuthal 45�, 135�, 225� and 315�; the azimuthal front being at 0�). This method rendered a 90� angle between the adjacent fingers
(the homologue fingers of both hands, as well as the index and themiddle finger of each hand). As an example, if both fingers of the right hand
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received vibrations of equal intensity, this indicated the right (90�) azimuth. At the same time, when only the middle finger of the left hand

received inputs, this indicated a stimulus in the back left position (225�).
To represent horizontal locations of the stimulus through touch, the developed TMA algorithm compared the angle of the intended virtual

source’s position to the tactile actuator’s intended diagonal angle, in order to define the gain differences among the four actuators. This

enabled representation of both static andmoving spatial representation. These gain comparisons changed as the sourcemoved.Gain scaling

of each actuator utilized a logarithmic amplitude scale.

Vertical positions of the ‘‘moving’’ stimuli (Experiment 2 only), ranging between -30� and 30�, were represented as changes in frequency.

Specifically, the three levels were divided into three elevation ranges of 20� each (with regards to the participant’s head position) which cor-

responded to three frequency subranges , scaled logarithmically in accordance with an octave pitch base: 1) the bottom level as 37-87Hz, 2)

the middle level as 88-233Hz, 3) and the upper level as 234-622Hz (see Figure 3). The applied frequency ranges as well as the velocities of the

‘‘moving sources’’ werewell perceivable through touch as vibrations (all below 700Hz7). The differences logarithmic octave-based scaling of in

frequencies allowed for recreating intuitive vertical positions, considering higher frequencies are more naturally perceived as coming from

higher positions in space and vice versa, while maintaining familiarity with general auditory perception (also shown for tactile and visual

perception).37,58,76

The TMA algorithm is currently patent pending. For further details, please contact the corresponding author (A.S.).

Experiment 1

Experimental design

During Experiment 1 the participants took part in four test conditions: a) with sounds ‘‘moving’’ in the horizontal plane (azimuth) around them

produced by the Ambisonic system (auditory condition, A1), b) with vibrations on fingertips of both hands representing ‘‘moving’’ locations in

space (tactile condition, T), c) combinedmoving audio-tactile stimuli (audio-tactile condition, AT), d) another audio only test, same as A1 (A2).

There were 28 stimuli used in each test condition (A, T, AT).

During the T and the AT test conditions (when both sound and tactile devices were active), none of the participants said they heard any

sounds coming from the boxes. For both A conditions (A1 and A2), all the sounds were presented at the height of the participant’s ears (the

middle loudspeakers’ ring).

Participants had their eyes open during the entire duration of the experiment andwere asked to face forward. They couldmove their heads

while the rest of the body and hands were fixed in positions.96

Stimuli

Both the audio and tactile stimuli were constructed of a synthesized 250 Hz sawtooth wave. This frequency was chosen to ensure that the

stimuli are easily perceivable through vibrotactile receptors on fingertips (this frequency is also where the Pacinian cells have their peak sensi-

tivity).7,10,11 Tactile horizontal positions were given using the horizontal component of TMA combined level differences of the four tactile ac-

tuators, with gradual changes in level weighting in order to recreate ‘‘motion’’. ILDs were chosen, as opposed to ITDs, due to the higher sensi-

tivity of the tactile system to intensity cues.44,74 All the stimuli were moving in the horizontal plane surrounding the participant on the full 360

degree azimuth.

Before the experiment, four different sets of stimuli were automatically generated for each person using a pseudo-randomizing algorithm,

from 9 optional sets. It was ensured for all test sheets that the stimuli are equally distributed in terms of both their azimuthal orientation

(defined by the horizontal center point of the motion), their velocity (moving across a certain number of horizontal and vertical positions),

and the direction of motion (clockwise vs counterclockwise). The 28 stimuli consisted of : 12 stimuli moving clockwise, 12 stimuli moving coun-

terclockwise and 4 that were not moving at all. Each stimulus covered a distance of 45�, 90�, 135� or 180�. Each distance appeared six times (3

in each direction) at different orientations. In the A and the AT condition, the level of sounds was in the range of approximately 65+/-3

dB (SPL).

The task

The participant gave a verbal response after each stimulus, by identifying the start and the end point of it (in terms of its horizontal position), as

well as the direction ofmotion (clockwise, counterclockwise or static). Verbal responses, instead of pointing, were chosen considering that the

participant’s hands remained inside the tactile devices and with some locations behind the head. Each participant was given a response sheet

indicating all possible locations of the incoming stimuli that he/she could use for reference (Figure 1).

Experiment 2

Experimental design

Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 in terms of the experimental space, equipment and the general technical features. However, the

auditory and the tactile stimuli were now ‘‘moving’’ in both the horizontal and vertical plane surrounding the participant. There were two test

conditions : auditory (A) and tactile (T). In 22 participants, the order of the conditions was A then T, and in the other 22 the order was reversed

(T-A). Each test condition consisted of 14 trials. The tactile test was preceded by a short tactile training session (mean duration: 30.6 +/-

6.55 min), which included stimuli of a similar type to those used in the tactile test (see the Stimuli section for details). The participants
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were given direct verbal feedback by the researcher about their answers and allowed to request stimuli to be repeated multiple times. The

stages of the training included: 1) horizontal motion, 2) vertical motion, 3) combined horizontal and vertical motion. One dedicated sheet with

a set of stimuli was used for the training session in all participants (this sheet was never used in the test session). In order to proceed to the

subsequent section of the training, the participants had to provide at least 2 correct answers in a row.

Stimuli

Both auditory and tactile stimuli were constructed of sawtooth waves in the frequency range between 37Hz-622Hz. This frequency range is

easily perceivable by touch.7 The level of sounds was in the range of approximately 61+/-3.5 dB (SPL). For both the auditory and the tactile

task, changes in frequency between the stimulus’ start and end point were carried out in a linear fashion (musical glissando), in order to main-

tain an impression of linear motion rather than stepwise jumps.20,21 Horizontal motion was induced by TMA in the sameway by the same level

weighting as in Experiment 1. Specifically, the 14 stimuli were made up of: two that were not ‘‘moving’’ horizontally, 6 that moved clockwise

and 6 that moved counterclockwise. Of these, three stimuli covered each of the angle distances : 45�, 90�, 135�, 180�. In terms of the vertical

motion: six stimuli had upwards motion, six had downwards motion, and two were not ‘‘moving’’ vertically. Out of the 12 vertically moving

stimuli, 4 moved within 1 level, 4 moved across 2 levels, and 4 moved across all 3 elevation levels.

The task

Horizontal positions were reported in the same form as in Experiment 1, while the added vertical positions were reported as ‘‘up’’, ‘‘middle’’

or ‘‘down’’ (see Figure 1 for the response sheet). An example of a possible response could be that the sound started in the ‘‘front. [0�

horizontal] .up [30� vertical]’’ position, and moved counterclockwise towards the ‘‘back-left. [225� horizontal] .middle [0� vertical]’’

position.

Experiment 3

Experimental design, task

The same apparatus, experimental set-up and task were used as in Experiment 1.

Stimuli

Themoving target stimuli in experiment 3were the same as in Experiment 1. The background noisewas constructed of white noise generators

located evenly along the space, emitted from eight positions (0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, 180º, 225º, 270º, 315º in azimuth) within the Ambisonic envi-

ronment. Each of the white noise positions was synthesized using a separate noise generator in order to avoid illusions of motion caused by

multiple instances of the same source. SNR was set to approximately -10dB (target: 60.5+/-0.8dB SPL, wavering noise: 68-71 dB SPL), with the

overall level of combined target and noise measured at 72+/-0.9dB (SPL).

The experiment consisted of three conditions: a) audio in quiet (A), b) audio with background noise (AN), c) audio-tactile with background

noise (ATN). In half of the participants (9), the order of conditions was A, AN, ATN and in the other half the order was A, ATN, AN.

Experiment 4

Experimental design

Using the same apparatus and experimental set-up as in experiments 1-3, we performed a ‘‘change deafness’’ experiment based on the clas-

sical findings by Eramudugolla and colleagues.56 The participants were seated in themiddle of the room,with their head facing the front. They

were first introduced to 8 possible environmental sounds used in the experiment and heard each one separately. All were able to name each

with 100% accuracy. All sounds were placed at an elevation of 0� (at the height of the participants’ ears). Then, each participant took part in 3

study conditions, each with 20 pairs of sound scenes. The second iteration of the scene in a pair was either exactly the same (25%), or with one

sound source redacted (75%). The intention behind having the three conditions was to test the impact of drawing attention to the potentially

disappearing sound source through different means. In condition 1 (audio only), no attentional cue was given and participants experienced

just the audio scene pair. In condition 2, the participants saw the name of the disappearing source appear as text on an ipad display prior to

exposure to the paired audio scenes. In condition 3, the disappearing sound was paired with matching tactile vibrations of the target sound

during the first iteration of the scene, and the second scene of the pair had no attentional cue. The order of conditions (1-2-3) was counter-

balanced among the participants. Horizontal locations of the sound source were rendered via TMA as described in experiments 1-2, while the

content of the relevant sound source was sent directly to the vibration actuators.

Stimuli

Each auditory scene was 5 seconds in duration and repeated twice, with 500 milliseconds of white noise in between. The paired scenes could

only differ by redacting one sound source on the second appearance, while everything else including the sounds used, their timing, the lo-

cations and the source motion patterns remained exactly the same within each pair. Eight sounds, placed at various different locations, were

used to comprise the first iteration of the scene. The center points of the motion in azimuth around the participant for the 8 sounds were at 0,

45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315 degrees, withmotion direction (clockwise vs counterclockwise) randomly selected. The sounds included: a dog,
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a cat, an owl, a crow, a cricket, a bear, a train and a helicopter, andwere randomly distributed among 8 orientations. In each scene, all 8 sounds

were slightly moving within a range of 10-35 degrees in azimuth with no overlap between the 8 positions. All sounds in the scene included

frequencies perceivable by touch and were normalized for matching levels (74+/-1.5dB). The tactile stimuli were a direct rendering of the

actual target sounds.

The task

After a pair of auditory scenes was presented, the participant was tasked with a two alternative forced choice (2AFC). The question was

whether the second scene presentation was different or the same as the first scene presentation (‘‘same/different’’ task). The responses

were verbal and recorded by the researcher through the talkback system.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Experiment 1

This experiment was conducted on n=29 human participants, The main analysis of the scores in the localization tasks involved comparing the

center point of each stimulus and that of the given response. The actual center point was placed at half the azimuthal distance between the

start and end point, considering the motion direction as well. To obtain the maximum score (‘‘1’’), all points of the actual and the reported

trajectory had to perfectly overlap, i.e. with a 0� difference. A 90� error translated into a score of 0.5, an error of 180� was scored 0 points, and

any intermediate angle distance error was converted to an intermediate score, based on a linear scale. Considering that all selectable points

were evenly distributed around the circle, and 180ºwas themaximumpossible distance error, chance error was 90º, which on a 0-1 scale trans-

lated to 0.5 chance. The scores obtained by each participant for the 28 stimuli in the auditory, audio-tactile and tactile test conditions were

then compared with one another (using Wilcoxon signed-rank test) : A1/A2 with T, A1/A2 with T, A1 with A2, A1/A2 with AT, T with AT (840

data points per condition : 30 people x 28 trials). Non-parametric tests were chosen due to lack of normal distribution of the data (Shapiro-

Wilk, p<0.001). All the statistical analysis was done in IBM SPSS Statistics version 2020. The results can be seen in Figure 2.

Subjective experience

Following the tactile localization test, the participants were asked to respond to a short questionnaire pertaining to their subjective experi-

ence. Each participant was asked two questions about their subjective experience: 1. ‘‘How far was the stimulus from you?’’ : ‘‘far’’/‘‘outside of

reach’’ vs ‘‘within reach/on the body’’ vs ‘‘changing’’ (see Figure 5), 2. ‘‘Did you imagine/visualize the stimuli ?’’ : ‘‘yes’’ vs ‘‘no’’. The participants

were also encouraged to provide free responses regarding their general experience during the task.

Experiment 2

This experiment was conducted on n=44 human participants. Data analysis for experiment 2 was identical to experiment 1, while adding into

the calculation the vertical responses as well. In order to assess the combined distance (both horizontal and vertical) between the stimulus and

the reported locations, distances were calculated separately in each axis and converted into a diagonal, using a simple pythagorean equation

(horizontal error2 + vertical error2 = final error2). The results were then divided by 180 and subtracted from 1, arriving at scores within a range

between 0 and 1 for each trial. As in Experiment 1, the chance within an equally distributed spatial environment where 180º error is the

maximum, remained at 90º (0.5). The obtained single-trial scores were compared between the two (A vs T) conditions (616 data points per

condition : 44 people x 14 trials) using Wilcoxon Signed-ranks test (non-parametric tests were chosen due to the non-normal distribution

of the data points, Shapiro-Wilk p<0.001). Scores for reporting the start vs end points of the trajectories were also compared within the

two sensory modalities.

After the tactile localization test, the participants answered the same two questions regarding their subjective experience as in Experiment

1. The results can be seen in Figures 3 and 5.

Experiment 3

This experiment was conducted on n=24 human participants. The scores were calculated as in Experiment 1. Wilcoxon Signed-ranks tests

were applied to compare the scores in the three experimental conditions. The results can be seen in Figure 2.

Experiment 4

This experiment was conducted on n=30 humanparticipants. For the analysis of the results, we considered as ‘‘hits’’ the occurrences, when the

participants correctly recognised the trails when there was a difference between the two scenes in the pair (one source disappeared in the

second iteration) as those with a difference. We considered as ‘‘false alarms’’ those instances when there was no difference in the pair of

scenes but the participant claimed there was. Using Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests, hit rates were compared across the tree test conditions.

In addition, based on the signal detection theory, the results were also analyzed taking into account the sensitivity and the bias of the re-

sponses. The D’prime index and the Criterion were calculated using a method described in Brophy and colleagues105 (see also106). The

D’prime values were compared across the three study conditions using Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests. The results can be seen in Figure 4.
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